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My First Words 
My Personal Word Book
Grades K to 3

My First Words contains age-appropriate words:

•	Common vocabulary such as brother
•	Canadian terms such as loonie
•	High-interest words such as adventure
•	Confusing words such as snack and snake
•	Spelling variations such as grey and gray
•	Words that are tricky to spell — such as hour
•	Contractions such as here’s

Students will find illustrations for clothing and parts of the body, and helpful graph-
ics throughout. The book includes punctuation, capitalization, basic spelling rules, 
homophones, and plurals. Students can add new words to the spaces provided. There 
are special word lists, such as for dinosaurs and food, as well as printed and cursive 
alphabets.

At first, some students might need only a few, very basic words. They might begin by 
concentrating on the first 10 pages, which include vocabulary for parts of the head 
and body, clothing, numbers, colours, days and months, and seasons and weather. On 
the alphabet pages (beginning on page 21), they might highlight, underline, circle, 
or check off words as they need them. As students’ language confidence grows and 
their vocabulary builds, they will refer to other words and pages. My First Words is 
designed to be used by the same student from one grade to the next.

At the beginning of a task, or at the beginning of the day, the teacher can ask all 
students to take out My First Words and keep it handy for reference. When they’re 
unsure of spelling, they can independently look for a word. If they need help finding 
it, a classmate or adult can quickly point it out. If they want to add a new word, they 
can write it in the space provided. For example, a student can find ghost on page 31. 
Can’t find genius? Add it to page 31.

My First Words includes tips for finding words with tricky beginnings, such as hour 
and know. Can’t decide whether to write peace or piece? Turn to pages 42 and 43 for a 
brief explanation beside each of these sound-alike words.

Teaching with My First Words

My First Words can support your lessons in many ways. Here are a few teaching ideas 
to get you started:

Please see the last page of 
this document for the Table of 
Contents for My First Words.

Teaching Tips
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Topic Page Basic Lesson Extension

Parts of the head 2 Label the diagram. Add new words, such as eyelashes 
or lips.

Parts of the body 3 Label the diagram. Add new words, such as fingernail.

Outdoor clothing 4 Label the diagram. Add new words, such as toque or 
snowpants.

Indoor clothing 5 Label the diagram. Add new words, such as shoelace or 
sleeve.

Numbers 6-7 Draw a number line. Label 
it with number words.

Physically arrange students in a line 
to understand first, second, etc.

Colours 8 Using the matching pencil 
crayon, shade in the 
corresponding bubble — or 
draw a design.

Describe colours precisely. Examples 
for green: apple-green, as green as 
grass, the colour of celery.

Days and months 9 Write the date of your 
birth. I was born on Tuesday, 
May 22, 2010. What is 
today’s day and date?

Plan a month or a year on a calendar.

Seasons and 
weather

10 Describe today’s season 
and weather.

What are useful weather words for 
each season?

Animals 11-13 List house pets, zoo 
animals, farm animals, and 
wild animals. What other 
birds can you list? Describe 
your favourite animal.

Sketch animals and label features 
such as horns, feathers, wings, beak, 
talons, antennae, and tail.

Food 14-16 Discuss food and cooking. 
What is the difference 
between roasting and 
frying? Write about the 
perfect picnic, school 
lunch, or holiday meal.

Separate words into categories, such 
as fruits, meat, etc. Read and write 
simple recipes. Make simple foods, 
such as a sandwich or fruit kebab. 
Discuss holiday meals.

Sports and fitness 17 Act out activities. What is 
your favourite sport to play 
or watch?

List indoor/outdoor, summer/winter, 
or team/individual activities. Sketch 
and label a bike.

Place names 18 Write your address: I live at 
14 Poplar Street, Red Deer, 
Alberta.

Write place names that you have 
visited.

Outer space 19 Write about an adventure 
in outer space.

Add new words to these lists.

Dinosaurs, 
superheroes, 
villains

20 Describe your favourite 
dinosaur. Which superhero 
would you like to be?

Invent a new dinosaur, superhero, 
or villain. Draw and write about this 
creature or character.

Homophones 58-59 What is a homophone? Can you find others in the book? 
Example: there, their, and they’re. Can 
you think of others?

Plurals 60-61 How do you make a 
singular noun into a plural?

Explore regular and irregular plurals. 
Look for others in the book, such as 
person/people.
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Topic Page Basic Lesson Extension

Punctuation 62 Learn basic punctuation. Examine a sentence without 
punctuation, and add it.

Complete 
sentence

63 What does every sentence 
need?

Correct incomplete sentences.

Capitals 63 What is the job of a capital, 
or upper-case, letter? 

On the alphabet pages, find words 
that begin with an upper-case letter. 
Why is that word capitalized?

Spelling 64 Review spelling tips. Can you think of other spelling 
patterns?

Alphabet Pages
•	List three “c” words that begin with a “k” sound and three “c” words that begin 

with an “s” sound.
•	How many words begin with “ex”? What words could be added to page 28?
•	Point out the spelling of four and forty.
•	What words start with a “j” sound for “g”? Can you think of more?
•	Why is grey sometimes spelled gray?
•	Why does grab have a short “a” sound and grade a long “a” sound?
•	Why are there so few “q” words?
•	Discuss the difference between adding “s” or “es” for a plural and ‘‘ ’s ” for 

possession.
•	Point out the difference between snack and snake.
•	How does than differ from then?
•	Why do so few words begin with “u,” “v,” “x,” “y,” and “z”?
•	Search for silent beginnings in a treasure hunt. Examples: knee, whole. Find 

words with silent letters in the middle. Example: sword.
•	Find subject-specific words. Examples: centimetre, buoyancy. Find all of the 

words related to money.
•	Find cultural words. Example: Inuit, Mandarin. Add words for your own family 

background and traditions.
•	Discuss ways to add “the ing thing.” Example: smile/smiling.

Legibility
•	Refer to the inside covers for printed and cursive letters.

Art
•	Learn the proper proportions for a face. Carefully draw your self-portrait on the 

front cover.
•	Learn how to draw a mandala. Draw one on the front cover.
•	Draw doodles, zentangles, or your favourite animal on the front cover.

Thank you for not copying
Thank you for buying our books and for not copying, scanning, or distributing 
any parts. By respecting the spirit as well as the letter of copyright, you support 
authors and publishers, allowing them to continue to create and distribute the 
books you value.
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